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Upper Grades



What kind of culture does Los Angeles have? How is living in Los
Angeles different from living in Paris or New York? Build a part of
Los Angeles that you think is unique(something special) to Los
Angeles?

What did you build and why did you choose this? 

Why might this exist in Los Angeles but not in another city?

This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.

What would people miss if this were not part of the city?
Would you want to include this in our Lego  city? 

Day 1-Student Copy 

® 

What is unique(something special)
to Los Angeles?



Education

Shopping
Entertainment

Food

Transportation

Research: Pick a city in another state or country that you have
always wanted to visit. Find out what it is like to live there.
Compare and contrast this with your experiences in Los
Angeles.

This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.

Cities Around the World 

Build something that might be in the city you
researched!

Los Angeles

Day2-Student Copy 



This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
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This truck is leaving the port to transport imported goods.
What could it be carrying? Write some examples inside the
truck. Where could it be headed? Build a buisness that might
sell or use the goods it is transporting.

Day3-Student Copy 

How can the city help ensure the smooth flow of imported
goods to businesses that need them?

Example: The city provides easy transportation for businesses
to transport goods around the city.
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This is a planned tour of some of the cultural centers of Los
Angeles where you can find international goods and food.
Write the stops along the tour in order.

Historic Filipinotown (Filipino)

Little Armenia (Armenian)

Chinatown (Chinese)

Thai Town (Thai)

Little Tokyo (Japanese)

Pico - Robertson (Jewish)

Leimert Park (African American)

Olvera St (Hispanic)

Little Ethiopia(Ethiopian)

Koreatown (Korean)
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Chinatown

Pico - Robertson

Thai Town
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What did you build and what culture(s) do you see represented
in your build? 

This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
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How does this uniquely meet the needs of the people in the
city? How might it be different without the cultural influence? 

Day 4 - Student Copy 

How does the diversity of the people in Los Angles influence
what is built here? Build a part of the city that you think was
influenced by the culture of the people living here:

Think about the tour stops from the previous page. Is there a
cultural center that your building should belong to?



This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.

Brainstorm! What do we want the culture in our city to be
like? What will make living in our city different from other
cities? Write down as many ideas as you can to make our city
unique?

What are your top 3 choices? List them below and write
down how our city would benefit, then build your favorite.

Day 5 - Student Copy 

Idea Advantages



This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
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Research c cultural center (such as a museum, a performing
arts center, an art theater) in Los Angeles and find some
pictures of it. Build something from one of the pictures or
build something that represents this cultural center to you.

If you were giving a tour of this location, what would you tell
people about it? What would you take them to see? What
would you take them to experience?

Any Day - Student Copy 
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This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.

What is it like to live somewhere else?

Day 1-Student Copy 

Pick a city in another state or country to research. How
would your life be different if you lived there? Pick a few
areas below to focus your research. Add your own if you like!

Education

Entertainment Food

Transportation

Shopping

Build something that might be in the city you
researched!

Miscellaneous

Life in                                      ...



Los Angeles

This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
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Compare and Contrast 

Build something that is unique to Los Angeles!

Day2-Student Copy 

What makes Los Angeles unique? How is living here the same
as or different from the city you researched?



This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
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Brainstorm! What do we want the culture in our Lego  city to
be like? Write down as many ideas as you can to make our
city unique!

What are your top 3 choices? List them below and write
down how our city would benefit, then build your favorite.

Day 3 - Student Copy 

Idea Advantages

® 
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This truck is leaving the port to transport imported
international goods. What could it be carrying? Write some
examples inside the truck. Where could it be headed? Build a
buisness that might sell or use the goods it is transporting.
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How can the city help ensure the smooth flow of imported
goods to businesses that need them?
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This is a planned tour of some of the cultural centers of Los
Angeles where you can find international goods and food.
Write the stops along the tour in order.

Historic Filipinotown (Filipino)

Little Armenia (Armenian)

Chinatown (Chinese)

Thai Town (Thai)

Little Tokyo (Japanese)

Pico - Robertson (Jewish)

Leimert Park (African American)

Olvera St (Hispanic)

Little Ethiopia(Ethiopian)

Koreatown (Korean)
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Our City
<>=

Markets/Stores

Share

Our Build

This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.

How can we improve our build? Build something that
will influence the culture of our city.

How much does culture impact our city? 

Museums

Restaurants

Overall

Day5-Student Copy 

Circle the number of points to give our city and build
for each category below:
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Where did my neighbors come from?



TASK

Lego   Build:

You are going to find out where your neighbors came
from. First, you will pretend you are from another
country. Then, ask your neighbor which country they
are from.  Your goal is to know that people are from
many other places.

You will build something for your neighbor from another
country. What do you think they will need?

Goal:

Design Process:

LEGO® CHALLENGE

PLAN BUILD

SHARE
MAKE IT
BETTER!

This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.

Week 7 Teacher Guide 

ASK



Where did my neighbor come from?
Interview three of your classmates. Put a

number in each box.

Korea China

Mexico Italy

Day1-Student Copy 
This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.

LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.

Build a restaurant for your neighbor from another
country. Draw some food that they will eat.

ASK



My Country
Different

® 

My
Neighbor's
Country

This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.

How is your country different from your neighbor's
country

Day1-Student Copy 

Ask

Different
Same Different



Utensils

Flour

Sauce
RiceNoodles

My Neighbor's
Restaurant

Draw a line to connect all the food that your neighbor
needs for his/her restaurant:

This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.

What type of food should your neighbor
buy for his/her restaurant? 

Day2-Student Copy 

Plan

Vegetables

Build a supermarket that carries the food from another
country that your neighbor is from.



This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
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Now, you are going to build a truck to carry food and goods
to your neighbor's restaurant. Draw inside the truck what the
truck driver should carry. 

Day3-Student Copy 

Build a truck for your neighbor:

Build



Park

Restaurant

Store
Supermarket

Library
Museum

Your neighbor wants to visit places where they
can find goods from his/her country. 

Circle all the places that your neighbor would like to visit in your
neighborhood. Can she/he find the things from her/his country?

This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.
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Can you build something else for your
neighbor? What did you build?

Make it Better!



New
<>

=

Markets/Stores

Old

This curriculum is developed and owned by ETES Inc. All rights are reserved.
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group, which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this program.

Now that you have added your neighbor's stores and the
restaurants, how would you rate your new neighborhood?

Restaurants

Overall

Share

Day5-Student Copy 

Circle the number of points for each category below:


